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Commercial in Confidence

NOT A 
REGULATED 

UTILITY

Relatively small number of customers, exposed to a single asset class (coal)
Volatile operating environment, including increased counterparty risk and longer term 
structural issues with regard to future demand of thermal coal
Fragmentation of the Regulated Asset Base (RAB) by system increasing the risk of asset 
stranding
Revenue deferrals which result in expansion capital being excluded from the RAB e.g. 
approximately $260m of Wiggins Island Rail Project (WIRP) related capex

REAL WORLD 
EMPIRICAL 
EVIDENCE

Aurizon Network is perceived by the rating agencies as 
having a higher business risk and thus requires a higher 
credit metrics (e.g., FFO/Debt) to maintain the same 
BBB+ credit rating

FFO/Debt 
Ratio

Aurizon 
Network Utilities

>18% >7%-8%

S&P >13% >7%-8%
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Commercial in Confidence

We believe that a different approach by the QCA on 3 of the WACC 

Regulator MRP Risk free rate Distribution 
Rate

Siegel Term 
matching

Long  
term

FAB data

QCA x x
NZCC x n/a
AER x x
ACCC x x
IPART x x
ERA* x x
ESCSA x x
ESC x x
UK Regulators (e.g., 
Ofgem)

x x n/a

US Regulators (e.g., 
STB)

x x n/a

MRP
Siegel approach is one of the four methods used by the QCA to determine 
the MRP
Siegel approach disregarded by all other Australian regulators and most 
international regulators

Risk free rate
The QCA aligns risk-
(4-year) to satisfy the theoretical NPV=0 principle
Risk free rate aligned to the regulatory term is unique to the QCA and 
NZCC 
The QCA is the only regulator that uses different risk-free rate terms in the 
CAPM model

Distribution rate
As acknowledged by the Tribunal, estimating distribution rate using FAB 
data is not contentious among regulators
The QCA is an outlier among regulators to use the ASX 20 firm approach 
which inflates distribution rate due to the existence of foreign tax

* The ERA does not use term matching for rail but does for energy
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Commercial in Confidence
A reduction in the maintenance allowance will see a reduction in operational performance

MAINTENANCE COSTS ARE FIXED  

If MAR is set too low, AN will still meet core safety and 
contractual obligations, but cost-out will affect 
performance
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h A rail defect on no. 4 Arrival Road needs 

repair. The low labour solution is to temp plug 
(4hrs) with final works next day (8hrs)
To prioritise throughput, Aurizon Network chooses 

labour solution, resulting in a  3.5  then 2.5 
hour close, saving 6 closure hours. This  avoids  
c.17 cancellations, at ~150k tonnes of coal  (worth 
~ $45m/$15m at current met/thermal coal prices)


